
Scan paper tests with any scanner,
or students can take an online exam

from any web browser.

Generate detailed
reports instantly.
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Built-in Analysis and Reports
Remark Test Grading contains powerful analysis reports for
viewing student, class, item, and test performance. Teachers
can include learning objectives to see how students perform
on specific standards or learning outcomes. In addition to the
built-in test grading reports, grade information can be
integrated with learning management systems like D2L,
Canvas, and Blackboard. Grades can also be exported
manually to formats such as Moodle, Excel or CSV for import
into most other systems

Remark Test Grading is a cloud-based test grading system that bridges the gap between
in-class and virtual learning. This unique application allows teachers to create their own
paper or online assessments and automatically grade them upon completion.

Simple School Wide Test Grading Solution
Cloud based solution that provides easy deployment
throughout your school. Leverage existing school devices for
printing test forms, scanning completed tests, and printing a
variety of analysis reports. Teachers can build custom
answer sheets including question text, multiple-choice, true
and false, open ended, and math grids. Distribute your tests
to students on paper, online, or a mixture of both. Grading
plain-paper or online tests has never been easier.

Create your own paper
or online assessments.

Educational
Technology Perfect for

Blended Learning

RemarkSoftware.com
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Contact Us to
Discuss Your

Needs:
sales@gravic.com
+1.800.858.0860

Next Steps: Try it out
for yourself with a

free trial or webinar.

Access from any modern browser on a PC, Mac, tablet, or any other device
with nothing to install.
Hosted with industry-leading AWS Services for maximum availability and
security.
Supports paper, online, or mixed modes for delivering your tests to students,
even in a blended learning environment.
Print and scan plain-paper tests using existing copiers and scanners.
Saves hours of grading time and provides a detailed analysis of how students
are performing on the tested material.
Easily exports grades to other school systems or use one of our connectors
for seamless integration into popular Learning Management Systems.
Highly lauded customer service team with decades of experience working with
educators around the world.

Flexible form designer for the creation of paper and online tests.
Create custom test forms or use generic forms. Student names can be
pre-printed on forms if desired.
Automatically grades multiple-choice and math questions. Provides on-
screen grading for open-response items (short answers, graphs, etc.).
Use multiple versions of assessments to prevent cheating on paper
tests.
Online tests can be displayed as one continuous page, or questions
can be displayed one at a time in random order to minimize the
potential of cheating.
Provides detailed reports on student, class, item, and test performance.
Teacher feedback can be incorporated into student reports.
Change your answer key and regrade the test at any time. Create and
report on learning objectives within your test to hone in on areas that
need improvement.

Why Remark?
Remark Test Grading is a cloud-based test grading system built on
the industry-leading framework of our Remark Office OMR
software. Gravic, Inc. has been helping over 100,000 of your
colleagues, from more than 130 countries, for forty years! Since
1991, our Remark Products have been used to successfully process
hundreds of millions of documents for customers just like you.

Main Features

Key Benefits
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